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Abstract— Causal Ordering Graph and Energetic Macro-
scopic Representation are graphical descriptions to model elec-
tromechanical systems using integral causality. Inversion rules 
have been defined in order to deduce control structure step-by-
step from these graphical descriptions. These two modeling 
tools can be used together to develop a two-layer control of sys-
tem with complex parts. A double-drive paper system is taken 
as an example. The deduced control yields good performances 
of tension regulation and velocity tracking. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Causal Ordering Graph (COG) has been introduced ten 
years ago [1][2] to describe power electronics and electrical 
machines for developing their control. This graphical de-
scription uses integral causality to organize a causal graph of 
variables. The inversion of this graph yields the control 
structure of the system with measurements and controllers. 

Energetic Macroscopic Representation (EMR) has been 
introduced in 2000 to describe complex electromechanical 
drives, especially multi-drives systems [3]. EMR is based on 
action reaction principle, which organizes the system as in-
terconnected sub-systems according to the integral causality. 
An inversion of this description leads to macro-control blocs. 

In this paper, Causal Ordering Graph and Energetic Mac-
roscopic Representation are coupled for a double-layer con-
trol of complex electromechanical drives. A double-drive 
paper system is chosen as an example. The global control of 
the system is deduced from EMR and the local velocity con-
trol of the band tension is deduced from the COG according 
to Hook's law. Simulation results highlight the interest of this 
double-layer control for increasing dynamics of actual sys-
tems without complex and advanced control methods. 

II. CAUSALITY AND GRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION 

A. Causal modeling 

A System is  composed of inputs and outputs. Its model-
ing consists in expressing outputs from inputs. 

Electromechanical systems can be decomposed into ele-
mentary interconnected elements, which manage energy: dis-
sipation, storage and transformation. All sub-systems can be 
modeled using differential equations with state variables. 
These variables are associated with energy and are dependent 
on inputs and time according to integral causality [1][4][5]. 
When inputs change, the state variables reach other steady 
states after transient states: outputs are always consequence 

of inputs. 
The natural causality is the integral causality because it 

respects the energy flowing considering the state variables as 
delayed from their inputs. Integral causal modeling leads 
then to a more physical description. Derivative causality is 
sometimes used in simulation because it avoids expressing 
all elements according to the integral causality. Some asso-
ciation problems in complex systems are thus solved [6]. But 
derivative causality yields a longer computation time. 

B. Causal Ordering Graph (COG) 

The causal ordering graph is a graphical description based 
on the integral causality [1][2]. On the contrary of Bond-
Graph [6], COG doesn’t authorize the derivative causality. 

Two kinds of relationships are considered: rigid relation-
ships without any time dependence between output and in-
put. That means that an input change instantaneously leads to 
an output change. There is no delay. A rigid relationship is 
depicted by an orange balloon involving a double arrow in-
side: as there is no time dependence, input and output can be 
easily permutated. For example, the Ohm's law connects a 
current iR and a voltage uR through a rigid relationship using 
the resistance R (Fig. 1a): 

RR i Ru =      or     RR u 
R
1i =  (1) 

Causal relationships are associated with time-dependence 
equations. According to the integral causality, the output is 
mandatory an integration of the input. This kind of relation-
ship is depicted by orange balloons with a single arrow in-
side: output and input cannot be permutated and there is a 
delay between them. For example, the inductor relationship 
links the voltage uL and the current iL through a causal rela-
tionship using the inductance L (Fig. 1b). 

LL u 
L
1i

dt
d =      or     )0(idtu 

L
1i LLL += ∫  (2) 

All linear elements can be depicted using these two kinds 
of relationships connected by their inputs and outputs. 
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Fig. 1: COG with rigid (a) and causal (b) relationships 
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C. Energetic Macroscopic Representation (EMR) 

EMR is a more macroscopic description, based on the ac-
tion and reaction principle. All subsystems are connected by 
action and reaction variables, whose product yields the ex-
changed power. As for COG, internal descriptions of ele-
ments are defined according to the integral causality. 

Three kinds of elements are defined. Sources (green oval 
pictograms) are terminal elements, which deliver and/ or re-
ceive energy. Accumulation elements (orange rectangular 
pictograms) store energy, which leads to state variables. For 
example a capacitor stores potential energy, which is propor-
tional to the square of its voltage uC ; this voltage is a state 
variable controlled by the upstream and downstream currents 
iup and idown (Fig. 2a): 

)i(i Cudt
d

downupC −= 1  (3) 

Conversion elements convert energy without energy ac-
cumulation. They are described by squares (electrical con-
version), circles (electromechanical conversion) or triangles 
(mechanical conversion). For example a four-quadrant chop-
per is a conversion element, which modulates output voltage 
uchop from DC supply voltage VDC using the modulation ratio 
mchop, and reaction current ichop from the load current iload 
(Fig. 2b): 
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Fig. 2: Accumulation (a) and conversion (b) elements of EMR 

 
Moreover coupling devices are introduced to distribute 

energy [3]. They are depicted by interleaved pictograms. 

III. INVERSION-BASED CONTROL METHODOLOGY 

A. Inversion Principle 

The modeling of the system leads to express the output 
y(t) as a function of the input u(t) using integral causality.  

The control structure has to define the adapted input to act 
on the system in order to produce the expected output (Fig. 
3). In fact, the control has to express the tuning input utun(t) 
as a function of the output set point yref(t). Thus the control 
has to invert the power function of the system. 

For defining the control structure, we have to find the al-
gorithm to use and the measurement to do on the system. 

This inversion principle is applied to each sub-systems de-
fined by COG or EMR. There are 3 basic inversion rules. 
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Fig. 3: Inversion principle 

 
Single-input rigid relationships — In this case a direct 

inversion can be used if the relationship is well defined. For 
example (Fig. 4.a): 

)t(y
k
1)t(u       )t(ku)t(y reftun =→=  

(5) 

This inversion requires neither measurement nor control-
ler. 

 
Multiple-inputs rigid relationships — If we choose to act 

on one input to impose the output, the other inputs become 
disturbances. They have to be measured or estimated to de-
fine the tuning input utun(t) from the output set point yref(t). 
For example (Fig. 4.b): 

)t(u)t(y)t(u      )t(u )t(u)t(y 2mesref1tun21 −=→+=  (6) 

If no controller is required, disturbance input must be 
measured or estimated. 

 
Single-input causal relationships — The direct inversion 

of such a relationship leads to a derivation, which has a non-
physical causality. In order to solve this problem, an indirect 
inversion is made using a controller. In this case, the output 
has to be measured. For example, using a simple P controller 
with gain Kp (Fig. 4c) 

)]t(y)t(y[K)t(u                           
      )(ydt)t(u)t(y

mesrefptun −=
→+= ∫ 0

 
(7) 

. In this third case, a controller and the measurement of 
the output are required. 

 
Others relationships — For non-linear, or not well-

defined rigid relationships, a direct inversion is not always 
possible. Controllers can be used too. Most of other relation-
ship can be decomposed into the 3 basic relationships. Their 
control is thus a combination of the 3 basic control laws. 
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Fig. 4: Basic inversions depicted by COG 

Application to COG — In the COG description, the con-
trol sub-systems are depicted by blue oval pictograms. Direct 
inversion contains a double arrow inside and controller con-



 
 

tains a single arrow. 
 
Application to EMR — All control subsystems are de-

picted by blue parallelograms because they only handle in-
formation. Controllers contain an oblique bar inside. 

B. Maximum control structure 

This control structure is obtained by a step by step inver-
sion of the system decomposed into elementary sub-systems. 
Such a control is obtain by the following stages: 
1. Decomposition of the system into elementary sub-systems. 
2. Determination of the tuning chain: from the tuning input to 

the global output to be controlled. 
3. Inversion step by step of the tuning chain using the previ-

ous inversion rules. 
All variables are first considered as measurable. At this 

stage the control structure requires a maximum of controllers 
and sensors. For this reason, it is called maximum control 
structure. This control scheme is composed of cascaded 
loops, which enable limitation of internal variables. 

This control can be obtained using COG or EMR. Gener-
ally, EMR is well adapted for complex systems. COG can be 
used to invert a sensitive part of EMR (see section IV). 

It may be noted that other inversion rules are required for 
coupling devices, as distribution and weighting criteria [7]. 

C. Practical control structure 

The maximum control structure is not always adapted for 
a real time implementation. More practical control structures 
can be deduced using the following stages: 
1. Simplifications of the control (merging of control blocs, 

avoiding explicit rejection of disturbance…). 
2. Estimation of non-measured variables. 

Finally, the controller can be tuned and the real time im-
plementation can be done. 

IV. APPLICATION TO A DOUBLE-DRIVE PAPER SYSTEM 

A. Double-drive system for paper processing 

The system is composed of an unwinding roll and wind-
ing roll (Fig. 5). A paper band is processed between both 
rolls. 

Each roll is moved by an induction machine, which is 
supplied by a voltage-source inverter (VSI). Both power 
converters are supplied by a diode rectifier from the grid, but 
this common supplied is not considered in this paper. We as-
sume that VSI are supplied by independent DC voltages. 

There are two objectives for such a double-drive system. 
First, the tension of the band has to be regulated to a constant 
value for the quality of the paper processing. Secondly, the 
velocity of the winding roll has to be well managed for the 
quality of the final paper roll [9]. 
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Fig. 5: Paper processing system 

B. Graphical modeling of the double drive system 

As a lot of drive applications have been already studied 
using COG and EMR, only the mechanical part is detailed. 
Global EMR is depicted in Fig. 6. 

 
Electrical source — The equivalent dc voltage is assumed 

to be the electrical source (green oval pictogram), which 
provides the voltage VDC to the system. 

 
Induction machines and inverters — Their EMR can be 

summarized in three blocks. The first one is an electrical 
converter (square) associated with the voltage source in-
verter. The second one (rectangle) represents the equivalent 
stator windings in this frame. The last block deals with elec-
tromechanical conversion (circle), which yields the torque 
Tim. Relationships of each element and details of EMR can be 
found in [8]. It is just another way to describe the machine in 
the (d,q) frame from the same classical relationships. 

Globally, the induction machine is connected to the in-
verter by the supplied voltage uvsi and reacts by the currents 
iim. The machine leads to impose the torque Tim on the me-
chanical part, which reacts by the rotation speed Ωshaft. 

 
Shafts and rolls — A machine shaft is an energy accumu-

lation element, which yields the rotation speed Ωshaft from the 
machine torque and the roll torque Troll: 

shaftrollimshaft f -T-T
dt
dJ ΩΩ =  

(8) 

where J and f are the moment of inertia and the friction coef-
ficient of the shaft, including the rotor and the driven roll, 
assuming rigid coupling. 

The rolls ensure the conversion from a rotational motion 
to a linear motion. They are mechanical converters (triangu-
lar pictograms), which yield the roll velocity vroll and torque 
from the shaft speed and the band tension Tband: 
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(9) 

where Rroll is the radius of the roll. 
 

Paper bands — The band of paper has to be taken into 
account. It is modeled from simplified Hook's law [9]: 
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Fig. 6: EMR of the double drive system 
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with L the band length, S the band section and E the Young 
modulus of the paper. A paper band connects two drives 
with a non-linear elastic phenomenon. This leads to prob-
lems, which have to be solved by complex algorithms. 

A COG is used to organize this complex relationship for 
control purpose. Intermediary variables are defined: 

12 rollband v)T(ESu +=  (11) 

2rollband v)T(ES w +=  (12) 

wu y −=  (13) 

yT
dt
dL band =  

(14) 

This new description leads to three rigid and one causal 
relationships COG (Fig. 7). These simple equations can 
now easily be inverted (see section V). 
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Fig. 7: COG and EMR of the paper band 

C. Inversion-based control of the double-drive system 

We assume constant radius of rolls, constant inertia of 
shafts and constant elasticity. More advanced controls are 
used to take their variations into account [10] [11] [12], one 
of them is obtained by an extension of the EMR [13]. 

The Maximum Control Structure (MCS) of the double-
drive system is deduced from the EMR. Two tuning chains 
are defined. The first one leads to control the band tension 
Tband from the switching orders of inverter VSI 1 svsi1. The 
second tuning chain lead to control the velocity vroll2 from 
the switching orders of inverter VSI 2 svsi2. 

The MCS is obtained by an inversion step-by-step of the 
both tuning chains (Fig. 10). The first part is associated 
with the tension control using a tension controller, a speed 
controller, the machine and inverter controls. The second 
part leads to the roll velocity control with a speed control-
ler, the machine and inverter controls. 

 
Inversions of VSI and induction machines — Inverters 

are inverted using a classical Pulse Width Modulation. In-
duction machines are inverted using a classical Field Ori-
ented Control. More details are reported in [8]. 

Inversions of shafts — As a shaft is an accumulation 
element with integral relationships (8), a controller is re-
quired. Inversion of (8) yields the reference torque Tim_ref 
using an explicit compensation of roll torque Troll: 

roll_mesmes_shaftref_shaftim_ref T]-[CT += ΩΩ  (15) 

Where C[Xref-Xmes] is a controller, which could be PI, IP, 
PID or other type. A classical decomposition can be made 
using COG (Fig. 8). Most of accumulation elements are in-
verted by this way [8]. 
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Fig. 8: EMR and COG of the speed control 
 
Inversions of rolls — A direct inversion of relationship 

(9) leads to the reference of rotation speed Ωshaft_ref from the 
reference of the roll velocity vroll_ref: 

 v
R

1
roll_ref

roll
ref_shaft =Ω  

(16) 

A decomposition can be made using COG (Fig. 9). Most 
of conversion elements are inverted by this way [8]. 
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Fig. 9: EMR and COG of the roll inversion 
 
Inversions of paper band — The inversion of the paper 

band is more complex. The COG organizes the inversion of 
each decomposed relationship from (11) to (14) to obtain: 

)T(ES

u
v
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mes_rollmes_bandest v)T(ES w 2+=  (18) 
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Fig. 10: Maximum control structure of the double drive system 

 

estrefref wy u +=  (19) 

]TT[Cy mes_bandref_bandref −=  (20) 

 
In this case, the COG leads to one controller to define 

yref, a compensation of west and a compensation of Tband. The 
influence of compensations is discussed in section D. 
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Fig. 11: EMR and COG of the band control 
 

D. Control performances of the double drive system 

EMR and inversion-based control can be directly trans-
posed to Matlab-SimulinkTM (Fig. 12). All controllers are 
PI controllers tuned with a pole placement. At first, the ten-
sion band is set at a constant value (Fig. 13). Then the ve-
locity has a trapezoidal trajectory (Fig. 14) to start progres-
sively. Using all compensations for the band control there 
are only few disturbances during velocity transient. 

If the compensation of west is avoided there is an impor-
tant error for the band tension during velocity transient 
(Fig. 15). If this compensation is not made, a more complex 
controller is required [12]. However the compensation of 
west uses the measurement of the roll velocity vroll2. But as in 
the actual process there is a great variation of the roll ra-
dius, this measurement is often required for the control of 
the velocity. In this case, the compensation of west requires 
no supplementary sensor. 

If the compensation of T is avoided (simplification of 
(17) in Fig. 11), there is no change in the band tension (Fig. 
16). A simplification of the control can thus be made with-
out breaking paper during transients. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The inversion-based control is deduced from integral 
causal modeling of the systems. Graphical descriptions as 
COG and EMR have been developed to systematically 
build controls using the inversion methodology. COG is 
devoted to detailed description of complex elements. EMR 
is associated to macroscopic modeling of an overall system. 
Both graphical descriptions can then be used to develop a 
two-layer control structure of an electromechanical system 
having sensitive elements. Such a two-layer control is ap-
plied to a double-drive paper process. EMR is used to or-
ganize the global control and COG is focused on the paper 
band controller. The inversion-based control deduced from 
these two graphical tools yields good performances of the 
tension regulation and the roll velocity tracking. 

Inversion-based control have been successfully used in 
different applications for experimental results: piezo-
actuators [14], tool machine, hybrid vehicle [15], polyphase 
machines [16], automatic subway[17], wind energy conver-
sion systems [8]. In this application, the proposed approach 
yields an accurate control structure, taking into account the 
real physical behavior of the system and avoiding damage 
on the power components 

 

 
Fig. 12: Matlab-SimulinkTM model of the paper system 
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Fig. 13: Band tension with all compensations 
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Fig. 14: Roll velocity  
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Fig. 15: Band tension without compensation of west 
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Fig. 16: Band tension without compensation of T 
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APPENDIX: SYNOPTIC OF COG AND EMR 
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